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Abstract

Metal phosphides are promising catalysts for hydrocarbon transformations, but com-

putational screening is complicated by their diverse structures and compositions. To

disentangle structural from compositional contributions, here we explore the metal-rich

M2P (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Pt) series in hexagonal and orthorhom-

bic structures that are common to a subset of these materials, using supercell density

functional theory (DFT). To understand the contribution of metal choice to utility for

catalytic ethane dehydrogenation (EDH), we compute and compare the adsorption of

key EDH intermediates across low-index surface terminations. These materials expose

both metal and phosphide sites. Calculations show that binding energies at metal sites

correlate with the bulk metals, with P incorporation either enhancing or suppressing

binding. Phosphide sites compete with metal sites for adsorbates and tend to suppress

overactivation by destabilizing highly dehydrogenated species. engaging in C−H bond

breaking. Results are generally insensitive to bulk structure and surface facet. Re-

sults suggest metal-rich Pd phosphides to have favorable adsorption characteristics for

catalytic dehydrogenation, consistent with recent observations.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of abundant shale resources in the United States has resulted in gas liquids

(NGLs) production to exceed their domestic consumption.1–4 Ethane is the most prevalent

component of NGLs, and dehydrogenation to ethylene is the first step in converting into

a petrochemical feedstock.3 Steam cracking of ethane is energy- and capital-intensive,5,6

motivating the development of alternative and scalable dehydrogenation strategies.

Catalytic dehydrogenation of ethane (C2H6 −−→ C2H4 + H2) is an alternative option to

steam cracking for ethylene production. Ethane dehydrogenation (EDH) could operate with

smaller and local processing plants than steam cracking. However, temperatures greater

than 750◦C are required to achieve ≥ 50 % conversion at atmospheric pressure. Catalyst

selectivity and resistance to coke are both challenging at these harsh conditions. EDH

catalysis is not practiced commercially today.

Smaller active metal ensembles are known to be effective in mitigating side reactions and

coke formation during catalytic EDH.7–11 Alloying a second metal (Sn,7–9 Zn,10 and In11)

into Pt or Pd is observed to improve selectivity and catalyst stability. Similar to metal

alloys, metal phosphides have been shown to offer potential as selective and robust EDH

catalysts.12–16 Recently, density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and spectroscopic

and reaction measurements studies have shown that phosphorus addition into Ni17 and Co18

improves EDH selectivity and durability. A density functional theory (DFT) comparison of

EDH performance on Ni(111) and Ni2P(001)17 showed that P atoms selectively participate

in adsorbate binding and C−H bond breaking, increasing activation barriers for steps leading

to deep dehydrogenation and promoting ethylene desorption over ethylene overactivation. In

addition, P incorporation weakens binding of small hydrocarbons, imparting coke resistance

to the surface. These two features are predicted to contribute to the remarkable product

selectivity and intrinsic EDH activity of Ni2P.

While recent work has focused on Ni- and Co-based phosphides as alkane dehydrogenation
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catalysts,17–22 other metal phosphides exhibit promising catalytic performance for other cat-

alytic reactions.12–16 Thus, an overall picture of EDH performance across metal phosphides

is yet to be established. Because performance is closely linked to binding energies (either

directly through adsorption/desorption steps or indirectly through Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi

relationships), understanding trends in adsorption on metal phosphides is an important first

step towards metal phosphide catalyst design for selective EDH. However, those trends may

be sensitive to phosphide composition, bulk crystal structure, and even exposed facet.23

The structural and compositional diversity of metal phosphides are substantial obstacles to

interrogating metal phosphide chemistry in a consistent way.

There have been several attempts to examine general adsorption trends and/or cat-

alytic behavior across metal phosphide surfaces using DFT.24–28 One common approach is

to screen across metal phosphides of different stoichiometry and to select low energy or com-

mon facets.24,25 The Bravais-Friedel-Donnay-Harker (BFDH) algorithm, which is based on

morphology of crystal structures, is useful for identifying low energy surface facets.29,30 For

example, Kibsgaard et al.24 used BFDH to infer morphologically important facets (predicted

to be common) of CoP, Co2P, FeP, Fe2P, Ni2P and MoP as a basis for further analysis

of hydrogen adsorption free energies (∆GH) of relevance to the hydrogen evolution reac-

tion (HER). Another approach is to to dope the screening element of interest into a fixed

phosphide structure and observe the effect on adsorption energy.25–28 As a representative

case, Partanen et al.27,28 modeled Mg-, Mo-, Fe-, Co-, V- and Cu-doped Ni3P2-terminated

Ni2P(001) to look at variations in ∆GH with different dopants for HER. They predicted

that thermodynamic stability and ∆GH vary substantially with the number and identity of

dopants. This approach exploits consistent geometric features to extract composition-specific

information. Extending either approach to EDH is challenged by the diversity of potential

phosphide structures and facets and the greater number and complexity of EDH-relevant

intermediates than HER.

Research to date suggests that metal-rich phosphides hold the most promise as EDH
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catalysts.17–22 In this work, we use DFT models to explore the effect of geometric and

chemical features on the adsorption energies of small hydrocarbons over the M2P metal-rich

phosphides. We construct geometrically consistent representations of M2P structure, M =

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag and Pt including both hexagonal (Ni2P, Fe2P) and

orthorhombic (Co2P, Ru2P) structures that are common to a subset of these materials. We

construct a consistent series of close-packed planes, and explore adsorption of EDH fragments

across surfaces. We compare across bulk and surface representations and across metal- and

phosphorus-centered adsorption sites to figure out P participation in adsorbate-binding. We

show that adsorption energies vary with composition of metal phosphides, adsorption sites,

in particular metal vs P sites. Lastly, we consider implications for EDH applications.

2 Computational Details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab Initio Sim-

ulation Package (VASP).31–33 Exchange-correlation energies were treated within the general-

ized gradient approximation (GGA)34 using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.

Bulk lattice parameters were computed at a plane wave cutoff of 520 eV and slab calculations

with a wave cutoff of 400 eV. Ni, Fe, Co, Fe2P and Co2P were performed spin-polarized;

in test calculations, we found Ni2P to have a negligible magnetic moment. GGA-computed

lattice parameters are summarized in Table S1. Bulk hexagonal M2P (space group P62m)

consists of alternating M3P2 and M3P1 planes stacked along the [001] direction. Bulk or-

thorhombic M2P (space group Pnma) has the same layer of M2P stacked along the [001]

direction. We chose the close-packed surface of the parent metals; Ni, Cu, Rh, Pd, Ag,

Pt for fcc(111), Mo, Co and Ru for hcp(001), and bcc(110) for Fe. They were modeled

with five-layer slabs. On the other hand, hexagonal M2P(001)-A,B and orthorhombic (010)

surfaces were modeled with six-layer slabs. For all metal and metal phosphide surfaces, we

introduced a vacuum spacing of 15 Å. The bottom three layers were fixed at their bulk posi-
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tions, and the remaining layers and adsorbates fully relaxed. (3× 3) and (1× 1) surface unit

cells were employed for parent metal and M2P surfaces. Monkhorst-Pack grids35 of 3×3×1,

7× 7× 1 and 7× 8× 1 k-points were selected for metal surfaces, hexagonal M2P(001) and

orthorhombic M2P(010).

Geometries were relaxed to minima using the conjugate gradient algorithm until forces

on unconstrained atoms were less than 0.02 eV/Å. The adsorption energy (Eads) is defined

as

Eads = Etotal − Eslab − Eadsorbate (1)

Here, Etotal is the total energy of the system with adsorbed species, Eslab is the total energy

of the surface, and Eadsorbate is the gas-phase energy of the adsorbate. The climbing image-

nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method was employed to determine the minimum energy

paths and calculate the activation energies for surface reactions.36 The vibrational spectra

were obtained by calculating the Hessian matrix with finite differences of 0.015 Å. Each

transition state was verified to have a single imaginary frequency along the reaction coordi-

nate. All atomic positions after geometry optimizations with corresponding energy profiles

are provided in SI. To identify the amount of charge transfer between metal and P atoms,

Bader charge analysis was employed.37–39

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Bulk models

We created isostructural hexagonal and orthorhombic M2P series (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu,

Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, and Pt), shown in Figure 1. Hexagonal M2P is the equilibrium

crystal structure of Ni2P and Fe2P, and orthorhombic M2P is that of Co2P and Ru2P.40,41

To minimize effects arising from gross structural differences between the hexagonal and
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orthorhombic crystal structures, we focused on the close-packed flat surface terminations,

including hexagonal (001) and orthorhombic (010) facets (Figure 1). We took two different

terminations from hexagonal (001) because alternating planes of Ni3P2(“A”) and Ni3P1(“B”)

are stacked along the [001] direction while orthorhombic (010) is the only facet along the

[010] direction.

Figure 1: Bulk hexagonal Ni2P, and orthorhombic Co2P structures and their facets. Ni, Co
and P atoms are shown in gray, blue and lavender, and adsorption sites labeled on hexagonal
(001)-A surface.

Figure 2 reports computed formation energies relative to bulk metal and phosphorus

(Ef = EM2P
− 2EMbulk − EPbulk) of the orthorhombic and hexagonal M2P structures. Here

EM2P
, EMbulk and EPbulk are the total energy of bulk M2P, parent metal and red phospho-

rous, respectively. Formation energies are negative except for Cu2P and Ag2P. Formation

energies of hexagonal (red circle) and orthorhombic (blue circle) are almost identical. We

use hull distance to evaluate the stability of a compounds with respect to another phase or

combination of phases.42 The green data in Figure 2 correspond to the formation energies of

the M2P phase on the convex hull if one exists and is neither hexagonal nor orthorhombic. If

a stable M2P phase is unknown, we computed formation energies of ground state structures
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of bounding compositions and report in Figure 2 the energy of the tie line at M2P as unfilled

green circles.42,43 For example, a stable Mo2P phase is unknown. We computed the forma-

tion energies of the known MoP (Mo/P=1) and Mo3P (Mo/P=3 ) phases, constructed the

tie line between the two, and report in Figure 2 the energy of the tie line at Mo/P=2. Thus,

hexagonal and orthorhombic Pd2P, Mo2P, Rh2P, Ag2P and Pt2P are thermodynamically

unstable to phase separation, Pd2P least so, and Pt2P most so.

Figure 2: Formation energies (Ef) of hexagonal (red) and orthorhombic (blue) M2P struc-
tures. Ef of most stable M2P structure if one exists (solid green), or energy of tie line between
structures of bounding compositions (open green).

We performed Bader charge analysis on both hexagonal and orthorhombic bulk struc-

tures to quantify the electronic state changes with respect to elements and coordinations.

Hexagonal M2P contains tetrahedral (T) and square pyramidal (SP) metal sites as well as

two inequivalent tetrakaidecahedral (TKD) P sites, which we label TKD1 and TKD2, re-

spectively. Orthorhombic M2P also has T and SP metal sites, but a single P TKD. These

sites are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Atomic coordinations of metal and P atoms in hexagonal Ni2P ((a)-(d)) and
orthorhombic Co2P ((e)-(g)) structures. T and SP are tetrahedral and square pyramidal
sites for metal atoms, respectively. TKD is tetrakaidecahedral site for P atoms. Ni, Co and
P atoms are shown in gray, blue and lavender, respectively.

Figure 4a and b report computed Bader charges on metal and phosphorus sites in the

hexagonal and orthorhombic structures, respectively. Despite the consistent stoichiometry,

charges vary widely with composition; phosphorus charges vary from near +0.4e with the

most electronegative metal (Pt) to −1.0e on the most electropositive (Mo). Metal charges

vary proportionally and in the opposite direction. Results are generally consistent with elec-

tronegativity differences and DFT computed-charge states of other common phosphides.15,44

Thus, it would be inappropriate to think of the metals as having a single formal charge

across the series. Trends are slightly sensitive to metal coordination numbers and essentially

insensitive to bulk structure.

3.2 Metal and metal phosphide adsorption energies

We next cleaved and relaxed the bulk structures to generate the surfaces shown in Figure 1.

All surfaces save the Pt2P case retained the same equilibrium structure. In the Pt2P case,

sublayer P atoms migrate to the surface and isolate surface Pt atoms, destroying the Pt3

ensemble (shown in Figure S1). This instability is consistent with the large distance of

the hypothetical Pt2P structures above the tie line (Figure 2). We thus excluded Pt2P from

adsorbate comparisons. Figure S2 reports atom-projected densities of states of the remaining
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Figure 4: Bader charge of metal and P atoms in (a) hexagonal and (b) orthorhombic M2P
bulk structures. Metal T and SP sites were compared to phosphorous TKD sites, respectively.

surfaces. Phosphorus p states are generally broad and low in energy. Interactions with P

broadens and splits the metal d states, which dominate the states near the Fermi level for all

compounds save Pd2P, Cu2P and Ag2P. As with charges, DOS are generally insensitive to

structure. Figure S3 reports d band centers relative to the Fermi level for the M2P(001)-A

surface vs d band centers of the corresponding metal surfaces. Phosphorus incorporation

results in a downward shift of d centers for almost all phosphides, especially pronounced for

Cu2P and Pd2P. Shifts are generally insensitive to structure (Table S2).

Given that electronic structure appears to be insensitive to bulk structure and local site

coordination, we first consider adsorption chemistry on the hexagonal M2P(001)-A facet. We

select H, CH3, CH, and C as probes of saturated (sp3), unsaturated (sp) and carbonaceous

adsorbates and compute adsorption at the M3 sites (shown in Figure 1). We also compute

adsorption on the corresponding site on the parent metal to assess the influence of P incor-

poration on adsorption. Adsorbates were placed above the center of the three-fold (M3) site

and relaxed. All relaxed structures are provided in the SI. The addition of adsorbates results

in a general contraction in the trimeric metal ensemble (−0.28Å ≤ ∆dM−M ≤ −0.01Å). In
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some cases, adsorbates relaxed away from the M3 sites to 2-fold or 4-fold sites (e.g., C on

Fe(110)). These cases were excluded from the analysis as well.

Figure 5 reports parity plots of the binding energies on the phosphide surface vs the

metal. Energies span similar ranges on the metal and phosphide and are roughly linearly

correlated but do not exhibit a consistent shift as might be expected from the d band center

comparisons. Significant positive and negative deviations are evident, large enough to alter

binding energy orderings. Binding energies on Ni2P(001)-A and Pd2P(001)-A are always less

negative than on the parent metals. Pd2P(001)-A is the most extreme outlier. P addition

into Pd increases binding energies from 0.47 eV for CH3 up to 1.97 eV for C. In contrast,

P addition results in negative deviations on Co2P(001)-A and Fe2P(001)-A. On the other

metal phosphides, deviations are adsorbates-specific. These deviations in binding energies

from the parity line do not correlate with M3 ensemble size, lattice parameters, adsorbate-

induced surface relaxation, or other geometric features. As shown in Figure S4, metal site

adsorption energies roughly correlate with d band center shift, although again significant

outliers are present.

Previous DFT calculations of EDH reaction paths on Ni2P(001) reveal that surface P

atoms do participate in some C−H bond cleavage steps.17 This selective participation is

related to the preference of sp2 and sp3 C for P sites, which is computed to increase the

activation energies of deep dehydrogenation steps over the bulk metal and thus to enhance

ethylene selectivity. As shown in the the inset of Figure 6, CH3 can bind both in the three-

fold metal hollow and atop P; binding energies on these two sites are nearly the same.17 We

performed similar comparisons using CH3 as a probe of metal vs P preference across the

M2P series. We relaxed CH3 at M3 and atop P sites (shown in the inset of Figure 6) and

compared adsorption energies. Resultant optimized structures of P site binding are provided

in SI. CH3 binding energies at atop P sites are plotted against M3 sites in Figure 6. Binding

energies are roughly anti-correlated, with earlier and less noble d block metals generally

exhibiting stronger binding at metal than P sites. The P site is preferred for the later metals
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Figure 5: Adsorption energies of (a) H, (b) C, (c) CH and (d) CH3 on hexagonal M2P(001)-
A plotted against adsorption energies on the corresponding metals. Blue markers highlight
compounds that are stable in the hexagonal M2P structure.
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Cu2P(001)-A, Pd2P(001)-A and Ag2P(001)-A, which are similarly the phosphides that have

a large contribution of phosphorus p states at the Fermi level and low-lying metal d states

(Figure S3). Phosphorus sites are thus expected, as with Ni2P, to have a strong influence

on C−H activation steps.

Figure 6: CH3 adsorption energies at P1 sites plotted against M3 sites on on hexagonal
M2P(001)-A. Blue markers highlight compounds that are stable in the hexagonal M2P struc-
ture.

We repeated H, C, CH, CH3 relaxation calculations at the M3-centered sites on hexagonal

M2P(001)-B and orthorhombic M2P(010) surfaces. In some cases, adsorbates (especially C

atoms) move away from M3 sites to atop or bridge sites or move subsurface. These cases

were excluded from our energy comparisons to assure consistency. Eads are summarized in

Supplementary Tables S4-S6. Figure 7a reports H adsorption energies on the M2P(001)-

B and M2P(010) surfaces vs adsorption energies on M2P(001)-A; panels b-d report similar

comparisons for C, CH, CH3, respectively. The results in panels b-d show that hydrocarbon

binding energies at metal sites are generally insensitive both to bulk structure and surface

termination. Largest deviations from parity are 0.83 eV, and are small relative to variations

with metal. In contrast, and as highlighted in panel a, H binding energies evidence greater
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sensitivity to structure. Deviations from parity increase from the earlier to the later metals.

The most dramatic example is H binding on the Ag2P(001) A and B facets; these differences

do not appear to have an origin in differences in structure (Figure S5 in SI). Missing points in

Figure 7, including H on orthorhombic Ni2P, Pd2P and Cu2P, correspond to cases in which

adsorbates migrate from the M3 to other sites or subsurface.

We also compared M3 and P-site binding energies across the hexagonal M2P(001)-B and

orthorhombic M2P(010) surfaces (SI Table S7). Figure 8 plots adsorption energies at P sites

against M3 sites across all metals and structures. Spontaneous migration of CH3 from M3 to

atop M or M−M bridge sites were observed especially on orthorhombic (010). Those cases

were excluded in this analysis. General trends are consistent with Figure 6. Structure has a

large effect for some metals, prominent among them Fe.

3.3 Implication for EDH catalyst

The results above highlight large scale trends in expected reactivity of metal-rich phosphides

and the varying extent of participation of P in surface chemistry. Next we leverage those

insights and results towards selection of EDH candidate materials.

Prior work suggests that the EDH ethylene selectivity and coking resistance imparted

by converting Ni into Ni2P can be traced to the weaker binding of small hydrocarbons on

Ni2P than Ni and the preference of sp2 and sp3 C centers for P sites.17 We selected C

and CH as binding energy probes because they are common fragments arising from C−C

cleavage of C2 species. Figure 9 compares the adsorption energies of C and CH on hexagonal

M2P(001)-A to those on Pt(111) and Ni2P(001)-A, chosen as representative metallic (and

quickly deactivating) and higher performing phosphide EDH catalysts. Data are taken from

Figure 5. Fragment binding energies are greater on most of the other phosphides than on

Ni2P(001)-A and in many cases are even comparable to binding energies on Pt(111). The

exceptions include the late metal phosphides Cu2P(001)-A, Pd2P(001)-A and Ag2P(001)-A.

Further, and as shown in Figure 6, CH3 prefers phosphide over metal sites on these late
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Figure 7: Parity plot comparison of adsorption energies at M-centered sites on hexagonal
M2P(001)-B and orthorhombic M2P(010) vs. those on hexagonal M2P(001)-A.
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Figure 8: Comparison of adsorption site preference of CH3 at M-centered sites on hexagonal
M2P(001)-A,B and orthorhombic M2P(010).

metal phosphides, as was found to be an important feature underlying the EDH activity on

Ni2P. Thus, the Cu2P, Pd2P, and Ag2P (001) facets share many of the same favorable EDH

features as does Ni2P.

Metal-rich Cu−P and Ag−P phases are yet to be reported,45,46 consistent with the large

distance of the bulk M2P compounds above the formation energy hulls (Figure 2). In con-

trast, several metal-rich Pd phosphides are known, including Pd5P2, Pd3P and Pd6P,47–50

consistent with the short distance of Pd2P above the hull. Thus, we chose Pd2P for further

investigation.

The difference between ethylene desorption (C2H *4 −−→ C2H4(g)+ *) and ethylene dehy-

drogenation (C2H *4 +* −−→ C2H *3 +H*) energies is a common descriptor for EDH selectivity.

We chose C2H *4 at atop Pd (the lowest energy) and Pd−P bridge (local minimum) sites as

initial states. Then we sampled an H atom around the C2H *3 at the lowest energy site (P1)

as well as local minima sites (Pd−Pd bridge, Pd−P bridge) to find co-adsorption configura-

tions of C2H *3 and H* (final states). Those initial and final states were used as endpoints for

reaction pathways for activation of H−C2H *3 ; the three different ethylene dehydrogenation

pathways obtained from this analysis are shown in Figure 10. C−H bond cleavage takes
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place at the Pd3 site in pathway 1 and across the Pd−P bridge in pathway 2. After C−H

bond cleavage, C2H3 diffuses to a Pd−P bridge site and H remains at the Pd-Pd bridge site

in pathway 1 while dissociated H and C2H3 rotate slightly to reach their favored adsorption

configurations in pathway 2. Energy differences between the two transition states are about

0.38 eV. In pathway 3, C2H4 starts at a slightly energy Pd−P bridge site. Similar to pathway

2, the C−H bond cleaves across a Pd−P bridge and H migrates to a Pd−Pd bridge site.

Ethylene activation energies across all these pathways greatly exceed the ethylene desorption

energy.

We repeated the same calculations on hexagonal Fe2P(001)-A and Ni2P(001)-A as con-

trasts to Pd2P(001)-A. Fe2P strongly binds adsorbates and has a strong preference to bind

those adsorbates at metal sites, opposite the adsorption characteristics of Pd2P. On the other

hand, the characteristics of Ni2P place it in the middle between Fe2P and Pd2P. Ethylene

dehydrogenation energy profiles and geometric structures computed on the (001)-A facets

are summarized in Figures S6 and S7 of the SI. Due to the strong affinity of an Fe site

for adsorbates, bond breaking takes place preferentially at Fe2P metal sites (Figure S7a)

with very small barriers; further; product ethylene is strongly surface-bound (Figure S6a).

Ethylene dehydrogenation is more highly activated and ethylene desorption more accessible

on Ni2P(001)-A (Figure S7b), and both Ni or P sites potentially contribute to undesired

C−H cleavage (Figure S6b). Those undesired pathways become even less favorable on Pd2P,

while ethylene desorption becomes even readier (Figure S6b, c). These calculations reinforce

inferences from the C and CH binding energy trends, that the predicted EDH selectivity will

follow Pd2P > Ni2P >> Fe2P.

Thus, results suggest that the Pd phosphides as potential candidates for selective EDH.

Literature observations support this prediction. Pd phosphides have recently been explored

for the selective dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons.48–50 Sampath and Flaherty50 in particu-

lar used temperature programmed reaction (TPR) and reactive molecular beam scattering

(RMBS) to compare C6H10 dehydrogenation over Pd and metal-rich Pd3P phosphide. Se-
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lectivity to C6H6 is much greater over the Pd phosphide than Pd. Further, RMBS results

suggest the phosphide to be more resistant to over dehydrogenation than is the metal.

Figure 9: Comparison of adsorption energies of (a) C and (b) CH over hexagonal M2P(001)-
A to those over Pt(111) (red dashed line) and Ni2P(001)-A (blue dashed line).

Figure 10: (a) Comparison of three possible ethylene dehydrogenation pathways vs ethylene
desorption on hexagonal Pd2P(001)-A. (a) Energy profiles of each pathway on Pd2P(001)-A.
(b) Geometric structures of initial state (IS), transition state (TS) and final state (FS) of
three possible ethylene dehydrogenation pathways on Pd2P(001)-A.

4 Conclusions

Computational screening is a powerful technique for identifying new solid catalysts with

desirable activity and selectivity. Metal phosphides are promising candidates for catalytic
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reactions involving C−H activation, but screening across metal phosphides is complicated

by the large compositional and structural spaces as well as evidence that both metal and

phosphorous sites participate in catalysis and contribute to observed selectivity. As a simple

strategy to overcome some of these challenges, here we explore the surface chemistry of a

series of isostructural metal-rich phosphides, some of which are stable compounds on the

respective phase diagrams and some of which lie above known formation energy hulls. We

compare a series of probe molecule bindings across a structurally consistent series of sur-

face facets. Results are sensitive to metal but insensitive to structure, suggesting that the

approach provides at least qualitative guidance in choice of phosphide for ethylene dehydro-

genation. Analysis points to a metal-rich Pd phosphide as having desirable surface-chemical

properties for selective EDH, a prediction at least qualitatively consistent with literature

observation. While precise predictions clearly will be sensitive to precise structures and

compositions, the approach offers an efficient first screen for phosphides and potentially

other two-component systems (sulfides, nitrides, carbides) of interest for catalysis.
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7 Supporting information
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structure analyses; summary of adsorption energies at M3 and P1 sites on hexagonal and

orthorhombic M2P and pure metal surfaces; vibrational frequencies of transition states for

H−C2H3 on Pd2P(001)-A; relaxed structures of hexagonal Pt2P(001)-A,B and orthorhom-

bic Pt2P(010). Zenodo repository available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6824056

contains the input files (INCAR, KPOINT) for VASP, and the full set of CONTCARs for

all the structures discussed in the manuscript.
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